NOTARY AFFIDAVIT
Affecting the following document

Type of document: THE PLAT OF MIRAMONTE COUNTY CLUB FILING NO. 1 REPLAT A

Date of execution: AUGUST 27, 2009

Date of recording: OCTOBER 15, 2009 at Reception Number: 2009013589.

I, KARIN K. CROSBY, Notary Public in and for Orange County, State of California, hereby affirm that I acknowledged the signature of LISA TINDAL in the above described document.

The acknowledgement was incorrect because of the following:
MISSING NOTARY SEAL

The correction is:
I HEREBY AFFIX MY NOTARY SEAL AS SEEN HERE:

I will testify, declare, depose or certify to the truth of the particular facts herein above set forth.

Dated: October 21, 2009

Karin K. Crosby

State of California
County of Orange

The foregoing affidavit was subscribed and affirmed before me on OCTOBER 21, 2009 by KARIN K. CROSBY.

Notary Public
My Commission expires: OCT 21, 2012

Donna Maulit
Commission # 189020
Notary Public - California
Orange County

Escrow # AC70213649
Title # WC70213649
Loan # ____________________________
MIRAMONTE COUNTRY CLUB
SUBDIVISION FILING NO. 1 REPLAT A

BEING A RESUBDIVISION OF A PORTION OF LOT 4, MIRAMONTE COUNTRY CLUB SUBDIVISION,
LOCATED IN THE SOUTHEAST QUARTER OF SECTION 26, TOWNSHIP 1 SOUTH, RANGE 69 WEST OF THE
6TH P.M., CITY AND COUNTY OF BROOMFIELD, STATE OF COLORADO.
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Legend

- Found Monument as Described
- Found Withdrawn Cross
- Set on Benchmark with 1/2" Aluminum Cap, 1/2" Groove
- Found Withdrawn Benchmark as Shown and Described Herein

GRAPHIC SCALE

[Diagram with detailed measurements and notes]